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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Departing from the premise that, prior to the passage of the marriage-for-all law in France, the representation of transgender identities in mainstream French cinema had been limited to the crossdressing farce of comic ﬁlm, this article studies Une nouvelle amie/The
New Girlfriend (François Ozon, 2014), conceived, produced and premiered at the height of the gender-theory and marriage-for-all
debate, as a potential change of direction in cinematic representation
of transgender identities. It argues that Ozon’s mise en scène of
a male-to-female gender transition not only engages both camps of
the debate, but also challenges the conventional cross-dressing ﬁlm
narrative, proposing a new aesthetic and political vision for transgender visibility and mobility in mainstream French cinema.
Beginning with a discussion of cross-dressing in Ozon’s oeuvre, this
study situates Une nouvelle amie in the cross-hairs of the gendertheory and same-sex marriage debates. Drawing on the ﬁlm’s mise en
scène, it then analyses key scenes that stage gender transition in
terms of performance, performativity and alternative modes of
becoming, whilst engaging with the highly normative discourse of
psychoanalysis, which remains pivotal to the heart of the debate, and
marshalling it as a point of departure for other forms of expressing
transgender identities.

Une nouvelle amie; the
‘temporary transvestite’ ﬁlm
narrative; cross-dressing;
acting out; gender
performance;
becoming-woman

This article begins with the premise that, before the passage of the marriage-for-all
law in France (17 May 2013), the representation of transgender identities in mainstream French cinema had been limited to cross-dressing ﬁlm comedies.1 La Cage
aux folles/The Bird Cage (Édouard Molinaro, 1978), Pédale douce/Softcore Queer
(Gabriel Aghion, 1996), Le Derrière/From Behind (Valérie Lemercier, 1999) belong to
a strand of mainstream French comic ﬁlms that fall subsumptively into the ‘temporary transvestite’ category. In this staple sub-genre of the comic ﬁlm, the protagonist
temporarily adopts the opposite sex’s clothing and mannerisms, given a diegetic
necessity (to get a job or escape a dangerous situation, for example). In so doing,
the cross-dresser puts in question normative parameters of sex, gender and sexuality, which the ﬁlm always ultimately reaﬃrms with a heterosexual coupling (Kuhn
1985; Butler 1990; Garber [1992] 1993; Straayer 1992). In Transgender on Screen,
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Phillips submits that ‘the comic genre inclines more to the portrayal of crossdressing as a temporary disguise rather than as symptom of a more permanent or
profound gender identity crisis’ (2006, 165), reiterating the premise that crossdressing in mainstream cinema has always served the purposes of heteronormative
ideologies.
Given the recent shift in the French marriage law to include same-sex couples, this
article interrogates what impact the debate on marriage for all and its legalisation in
France have had on the representation of transgender identities. To assess the potential
eﬀect of this socio-political turning point on mainstream cinema, this article focuses on
the understudied Une nouvelle amie/The New Girlfriend (François Ozon, 2014), the story
of a male-to-female (MTF) cross-dresser, David (Romain Duris), who gradually transitions
into a woman, Virginia (Romain Duris), after his wife, Laura (Isild Le Besco), dies. David
falls in love with his former wife’s best friend, Claire (Anaïs Demoustier), who eventually
leaves her husband, Gilles (Raphaël Personnaz), to live with Virginia. François Ozon wrote
the scenario, and produced the ﬁlm the year after marriage for all became law, at a time
when the French were still at odds over the question of same-sex marriage (Bonnet
2014; Fourquet 2015). This article argues that Une nouvelle amie engages with crossdressing, gender identity and sexuality in ways that depart not only from the conventions of the ‘temporary transvestite’ ﬁlm narrative, but also from Ozon’s own treatment
of these issues in previous works. It argues, moreover, that the ﬁlm dialogues with both
camps of the debate on gender theory and marriage for all, whilst scaﬀolding a new
aesthetic and political platform for transgender visibility and mobility.

Os/zon(s): challenging binary gender and sexuality
For those familiar with Ozon and his oeuvre, the claim that Une nouvelle amie challenges
the ‘temporary transvestite’ ﬁlm narrative appears at ﬁrst to be a foregone conclusion,
for Ozon is notorious for his nonconformity to pre-established generic conventions.2
Prior to Une nouvelle amie, his ﬁrst critically acclaimed short Une robe d’été/A Summer
Dress (1996) contributes single-handedly to the indisputable critical consensus that,
instead of fulﬁlling the generic necessity of disguise of the ‘temporary transvestite’
ﬁlm narrative, cross-dressing in his work expresses the ﬂuidity of the subject’s sexual
identity (Schilt 2004; Asibong 2008; Ince 2008; Schilt 2011). Nonetheless, it is undeniable
that in Une robe d’été Luc (Frédéric Mangenot) borrows a dress out of necessity when his
clothes are stolen at the beach where he went skinny-dipping, and that in Ozon’s shockdriven horizon of expectation the possibility of Luc’s returning home naked recalls any
semblance of necessity into question. In Une nouvelle amie, cross-dressing is also at ﬁrst
associated with David’s need to cope with Laura’s death and create a maternal presence
for little Lucie (both plausible motives for disguise). Yet, as the ﬁlm narrative unravels,
David’s cross-dressing proves to be coterminous with a profound gender identity crisis,
not an external diegetic necessity. His experiences with cross-dressing lead to
a permanent gender transition. For Luc, cross-dressing presents a free-wheeling opportunity to experiment with sexual ﬂuidity, not to mention fetishistic transvestism, as his
boyfriend (Sébastien Charles) falls short of tearing up the dress in sexual excitement.
David’s experiences of cross-dressing, therefore, turn out to be more transformative than
Luc’s temporary transvestism.
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For those equally familiar with Ozon’s treatment of gender and sexuality, the argument that Une nouvelle amie presents a change of direction in the ﬁlmmaker’s engagement with gender and sexuality beggars belief. Yet, although Ozon has been
challenging heteronormative notions of sexuality since the beginning of his career, he
has paradoxically adopted a hetero-centric perspective to frame them. His oeuvre
abounds with illustrative examples. In Victor (1993), the eponymous protagonist is
sodomised by his sister’s boyfriend. In Action vérité/Truth or Dare (1994), boys kiss girls
and other boys in a game of truth or dare. In Scènes de lit/Bed scenes (1997), girlfriends
play the roles of a heterosexual couple in ‘L’Homme idéal’/‘The Ideal Man’, and a young
gay man has his ﬁrst sexual experience with a straight guy in ‘Les Puceaux’/‘The Virgins’.
To oﬀer another example, in 5×2 (2005), Gilles brags about having anal sex sandwiched
between the man sodomising him and the woman he was having sex with, while his
wife watched them. These examples paint a very desultory picture of same-sex desire
against the backdrop of a heterosexual world.
In less hetero-centric and more focused treatments of same-sex relations, Ozon
portrays homosexuality as a transgression of familial and social norms bordering on
sociopathic tendencies. Paul (François Delaive) and Martial’s (Martial Jacques) loving
relationship in La Petite Mort/Little Death (1995) is overshadowed by the former’s
unhealthy relationship with his homophobic family. When Nicolas (Adrien de Van), the
son of a conservative bourgeois patriarch, comes out at the dinner table in Sitcom
(1998), Ozon raises the spectator’s hopes that the representation of gay lived experience
would be taken more seriously or, at least, less pathologically. Yet, the association of
homosexuality with paedophilia, sadomasochism, bestiality and promiscuity in Sitcom
ends up perpetuating social prepossessions of gay life (Schilt 2011, 46). Subsequently,
Les Amants criminels/Criminal Lovers (1999), and 8 femmes/8 Women (2002) continue to
associate gay and lesbian desire with psychopathic and sociopathic behaviours. As Gaby
(Catherine Deneuve) puts it in 8 femmes, ‘les deux ne sont pas incompatibles’.3 Asibong
has perceptively noted that ‘Ozon’s analysis of mutating sexual desire is layered and
nuanced in a manner that sharply interrogates the ethics of relation’ (2008, 13). These
contradictory stances towards homosexuality work, as Asibong (2008) and Schilt (2011)
argue, against the ghettoisation of Ozon as a ‘gay ﬁlmmaker’.
Even in portrayals of more stable homosexual relationships in Une robe d’été and
Gouttes d’eau sur pierres brûlantes/Water Drops on Burning Rocks (2002), for example,
Ozon puts the subject’s sexual orientation in question or the partners’ commitment to
each other in doubt. In Une robe d’été, Luc is uncomfortable not only with what
presumably heteronormative neighbours would think about his boyfriend’s campy
dance performances, but also with his own homosexuality, which he denies by having
casual sex with a woman (Lucia Sanchez) he meets at the beach. In Gouttes d’eau sur
pierres brûlantes, when the romance between the 50-year-old businessman Léopold
(Bernard Giraudeau) and the young Franz (Malik Zidi) gets into a rut, the couple is
more than willing to rekindle relationships with ex-lovers, one of whom has transitioned
into a woman. Whilst Franz’s Anna (Ludivine Sagnier) is a cisgender woman, Léopold’s
Véra (Anna Thomson) is a transsexual one. The appearance of Léopold’s former gay lover
in the form of a transsexual woman gives the ﬁlm narrative a heteronormative ending.
These vicissitudes of gender and sexuality in Une robe d’été and Gouttes d’eau sur
pierres brûlantes purportedly represent an auteur vision of sexual ﬂuidity (Schilt 2004,
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2011; Asibong 2008). Schilt goes so far as to claim that Luc’s cross-dressing moment
‘open[s] up a space for a pluralistic, unlabeled view of gender, sexuality, and identity’
(2011, 8). The diegetic context of Luc’s cross-dressing does not support such
a conclusion. Although Luc’s sexual identity or orientation is unstable, its spectrum
remains consistently binary. Given the circumstances, Luc is either homosexual or
heterosexual. Léopold and Véra’s case would make for a better argument for sexual
and gender ﬂuidity, since their relationship changes from a previously homosexual to
a potentially heterosexual one when Véra has a sex change. It is fair to say, according to
Ince, that ‘the structure of the couple, heterosexual or homosexual, underpins the action
more ﬁrmly than normative heterosexuality, binary sexual diﬀerence, or stable sexual
orientation’ (2008, 118). Asibong acknowledges, however, that ‘the ﬂuid and ﬂuctuating
character of the sexual identities these early ﬁlms represent does not in itself promise to
liberate their characters from their various comedic and dramatic shackles’ (2008, 6). In
the light of the complex expressions of gender and sexuality that Une nouvelle amie
brings into play, the ﬂuidity identiﬁed in Ozon’s early representation of gender and
sexuality turns out to be reductively binary.
In comparison to Ozon’s aforementioned ﬁlms, Une nouvelle amie, I argue, oﬀers
a new vision of gender and sexuality through the lens of transgender identities. Ozon
asserts that the idea behind the 2014 ﬁlm was to target a mass audience that was still
wrestling with the ins and outs of gender theory and the pros and cons of the marriagefor-all law in France. As Ozon puts it:
J’ai écrit le ﬁlm au moment où il y avait les débats en France contre le mariage pour tous,
contre les théories du genre. En faisant Une nouvelle amie, j’ai voulu montrer qu’il n’y rien de
dramatique à tout ça et que quand il y a de l’amour, les choses peuvent être simples. Je
voulais aussi souligner qu’il existe une myriade de modèles familiaux diﬀérents.4 (Balde
2014, para. 10)

In the light of this authorial aﬃrmation, Une nouvelle amie cannot be subsumed under
the category of ﬁlms in which Ozon, as Alice Stanley observes,
allude[s] to a hotly debated topic only then to fail to engage with the issue in a politically
committed, some might say responsible, or ‘realist’ manner, and here one might cite the
refusal to make a ﬁlm about AIDS in Le Temps qui reste, child abuse in Ricky, and lesbian
desire in 8 Femmes and Angel. (Stanley 2009, 43)

The link between the debate on gender theory, the legalisation of same-sex marriage
and the making of Une nouvelle amie may be coincidental, but Ozon’s engagement with
these issues remains nonetheless intentional. In the wake of the national discord over
same-sex marriage, Ozon appears determined to represent such a controversial topic in
all its complexities in a manner that anyone could understand. As he admits, the ﬁlm
s’adresse à tout le monde ! C’est pour cette raison que le ﬁlm marche sur les codes narratifs
des contes, car tout le monde en connaît et peut être touché par eux. [. . .] Même si le ﬁlm
déstabilise et dérange, il se veut lisible par tous.5 (Balde 2014, para. 11)

Granted, Ozon relies heavily on familiar narratives codes ‘qui permettent aux spectateurs
de s’identiﬁer aux personnages et de jouir du travestissement sans culpabilité ou
malaise’6 (2014, para. 1). Notwithstanding the fairy-tale representation of friendship,
(heterosexual) marriage and conventional gender roles that frames the main story, not
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to mention the farcical moments of the ‘temporary transvestite’ narrative that intersperse it, Ozon approaches the question of cross-dressing with forethought and creativity. He puts a positive spin on his adaptation of Ruth Rendell’s The New Girlfriend
(1985), the story of a woman who stabs her cross-dressing brother-in-law to death, after
he makes advances at her. In Une nouvelle amie, Ozon focuses the bulk of the ﬁlm on
David’s rebirth as a woman, a plot twist he borrowed from Chantal Poupaud’s 2010
documentary of a man who starts cross-dressing after his wife dies.
In this carefully wrought portrayal of a gender transition, Ozon moves beyond his
past binary representations of gender. Although David and Claire’s interactions are
heterosexual, Virginia and Claire’s relationship eludes categorisation, failing ‘to ﬁt not
only categories of [heteronormative] sexual identity but also categories of gender
identity’, which only the term ‘queer’ can approximate (Turner 2000, 11). Virginia is
a transgender woman who is attracted to other women, but she is not a lesbian
woman. Her transgender status does not require a pre-op MTF sexual reassignment
nor does she ﬁt the sexual deﬁnition of a she-male. In relation to Virginia, Claire’s
desire is not exactly homosexual or heterosexual because she does not regard
Virginia as a man until she sees her penis. She does not see Virginia as a woman
till the very end of the ﬁlm. Although in the last sequence Claire is presumably
pregnant with Virginia’s baby, they do not ﬁt either the hetero- or homo-normative
mould of what a couple should be. The queerness of Virginia and Claire’s relationship
complexiﬁes Ozon’s treatment of cross-dressing, compared with Une robe d’été, and
complicates the same-sex premise of marriage for all, which Une nouvelle amie was
supposed to simplify.

Depathologising transgender: do not get therapy!
For the opponents of marriage for all, on the other hand, the argument against same-sex
marriage remains, however, rather simple. Whilst it has often been asserted that since
the 1960s the French family has evolved to include consensual unions, single-parent
families and same-sex couples (Wylie and Brière 2010; Rault and Letrait 2015; Diebolt
and Perrin 2017), the intense debate over marriage for all tells a diﬀerent story. Polls
taken before and after the passage of the law show that 40–49% of respondents in
France were against same-sex marriage (Fourquet 2013; Bonnet 2014; Fourquet 2015). At
the very beginning of Une nouvelle amie, Claire embodies that opposition, voicing the
anti-gay views of the average Frenchman and those of a motley crew of street-based
movements against marriage for all (such as the anti-gay La Manif pour tous, the Veilleurs
vigilants, and the all-male Hommen and the all-female Antigones demonstrators). When
Claire discovers that David is a closeted cross-dresser, she brands him a ‘pervert’. Such
characterisation of David as a pervert represents the ‘[o]pponents of gay marriage’, who,
as Bruno Perreau puts it, ‘denounced the perversity of anyone who rejected traditional
gender roles, thereby attacking all public expressions of feminism and any cultural
expression of androgyny or role reversal’ (2016, 11). Claire understands that little Lucie
misses her mother, but she counterpoints that every child also needs a father, alluding
to the core ideas of the marriage-for-all opposition movement. As the anti-gay marriage
slogan of the Manif pour tous goes, children should all have a mother and father (‘Tous
nés d’un homme et d’une femme’),7 not a pervert who seeks to play both roles.
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The ﬁlm narrative also makes direct and indirect references to the medico-psychiatric
and psychoanalytical position that those who reject traditional gender roles need
psychotherapy. Going beyond the lay characterisation of David’s compulsion to crossdress as a perversion, Claire diagnoses it as a mental illness. Halfway through the
transition process that she had enabled, Claire tells David to stop dressing as
a woman. As she puts it, quite bluntly: ‘Tu es malade, David. Il faut que tu te fasses
soigner.’8 Claire’s opinion reﬂects the medical institution’s position that transgender
expression is a disorder, a view that remains entrenched in the French and European
medical and psychiatric establishment (Rees-Roberts 2008). During the debates, parliamentarians invited psychoanalysts, psychiatrists, sociologists and anthropologists to
participate in the public hearings of the bill at the French National Assembly. They
drew on the highly heteronormative psychoanalytical terminology and theories to
discuss the parameters of gender-identity formation, distinguish between gender roles
as masculine and feminine, and deﬁne normative human psychic and sexual behaviour
(Bourseul 2015b; Perreau 2016).
Although in 2010 Health Minister Roselyne Bachelot-Narquin removed transgender
self-identiﬁcation, subsumed under ‘disorders of gender identity’, from the list of ‘longterm psychiatric conditions’ in the Social Security Code (Decree 2010–125,
8 February 2010),9 it remains classiﬁed in the World Health Organization’s (WHO)
International Classiﬁcation of Diseases manual (ICD-10) as a gender identity disorder. As
the WHO’s ICD-10 deﬁnes it, transgender people exhibit ‘a desire to live and be accepted
as a member of the opposite sex, usually accompanied by a sense of discomfort with, or
inappropriateness of, one’s anatomic sex and a wish to have hormonal treatment and
surgery to make one’s body as congruent as possible with the preferred sex’ (WHO 2016,
168). Whilst the medical community may diﬀerentiate between transvestism and transsexualism for purposes of treatment (Garber [1992] 1993), the uneasy conﬂation of
transgender expression and transsexualism in the ICD-10 suggests that the medical
community has not recognised and still does not accept transgender identities.
Since the 1950s, the psychoanalytical establishment has also deﬁned gender
transition in similarly sexual terms, although, as early as 1968, the American psychiatrist Robert Stoller had already established a relevant distinction between sex and
gender. According to Stoller, male and female designate sex, whilst ‘[g]ender is a term
that has psychological and cultural connotations’ ([1968, 1974] 1984, 10). Gender
identity, Stoller theorises, ‘starts with the knowledge and awareness [. . .] that one
belongs to one sex and not the other, though as one develops, [. . .] one may sense
himself as not only a male but a masculine man or an eﬀeminate man or even a man
who fantasies being a woman’ (Stoller [1968, 1974] 1984, 10). The French psychiatric
community came to appreciate the diﬀerence between intra-psychic gender identity
and biological sex by reading Gender and Sex, for example, as Lacan intimates ([1971]
2007, 31). The term gender and its reference to an intra-psychic identity has not,
however, been assimilated into standard French psychoanalytical discourse. The conceptual incompatibility stems, on the one hand, from a terminological shortcoming,
as Michel Caire puts it, ‘que ce soit pour l’identité et pour le comportement, le
français n’a pas d’autre mot que sexuel’10 (1989, 345). On the other, gender never
became a psychoanalytical concept tout court (Bourseul 2014, 64; 2015a, 249; 2015b,
103; Bernat 2015). More signiﬁcantly, the ﬁeld’s impermeability to the concept of
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gender derives from psychoanalytical theory’s inability to adopt a more interdisciplinary approach that goes beyond biological precepts and orthodox Freudian psychoanalytical theories of sexuality.
Like his colleague Stoller, Jacques Lacan ﬁnds fault with the Freudian oedipal
phase of sexual diﬀerentiation. Lacan pits psychoanalysis, as an essentially subversive
discourse (because it must be the cause of the analysand’s desire), against the
‘discourse of the master’ or ‘the university’, whose most relevant iteration in this
context would be the myth of the Oedipus complex (Bracher 1994, 125). He advances
that being ‘man’ or ‘woman’ is the product of the subject’s understanding of ‘what it
means to be a man or a woman’ (Bracher 1994, 108; see also Lacan [1969–1970] 1991,
62; Lacan [1971] 2007, 31–32). On the one hand, it is the fate of the speaking subject
to break up into the categories of ‘man’ or ‘woman’; and, on the other, to deﬁne
oneself in relation to each other (31–32). This notion of gender goes beyond the
contingent and discursive aspects of the speaking subject to encompass
a performative construction of masculinity and femininity. As Lacan notes, ‘Pour le
garçon, il s’agit, à l’âge adulte, de faire-homme. [. . .] De ce faire-homme, l’un des
corrélats essentiels est de faire signe à la ﬁlle qu’on l’est’11 (32). Performing gender
identity has less to do with biology and sexuality, and more with putting on a show,
which Lacan associates with his own concept of ‘acting out’: ‘faire passer le semblant
sur la scène, à le monter à la hauteur de la scène, à en faire l’exemple’12 (33). It would
be very diﬃcult here not to pursue the dialogue that Lacan’s concept of ‘acting out’
strikes with Judith Butler’s theory of gender performance.
Granting that Lacan and Butler belong to diﬀerent epistemological traditions, to say
the least, their conceptualisations of gender both draw nonetheless on the ‘contingent
and the discursive nature’ of identity (Randall 2010, 116). While both Lacan and Butler
also use discursive and cultural phenomena to rethink the prevailing ontological frameworks of the sexed body, Butler goes a step further by drawing on the performative
aspects of the ‘drag show’ and her theorisation of the ‘lesbian phallus’ to rethink gender
outside the regimes of heteronormative ideologies and morphologies. Drawing attention to the ‘practices of drag, cross-dressing, and the sexual stylization of butch/feminine
identities’, Butler (1990, 174) points up the distinction between sex and gender, bringing
into question not only heteronormative constructs of gender (as biologically predetermined), but also the myth of an original, ﬁxed, primary gender identity. Capitalising on
Lacan’s distinguishing of the phallus from the penis, Butler puts forward that women can
be and have the phallus. While calling for a ‘reterritorialisation’ of sexuality (1993, 86),
questioning the stability of masculine and feminine morphologies, Butler fails nonetheless to take the case of pre-op MTF transsexuals – she-males – into account as
examples of non-binary forms of becoming (a Phallic) woman (see Phillips 2006, 166).
Both frameworks are relevant to this reading of Une nouvelle amie, because the ﬁlm
narrative over-relies on the power of gender performance to the point that it is diﬃcult
to accept that Virginia has a penis.
Extending Butler’s theory of gender performance, Deleuze and Guattari (1980) also note
that ‘becoming-woman’ takes more than just cross-dressing and sexual transformation:
devenir-femme n’est pas imiter cette entité [féminine], ni même se transformer en elle. On
ne négligera pourtant l’importance de l’imitation, ou de moments d’imitation chez certains
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homosexuels mâles ; encore moins, la prodigieuse tentative de transformation réelle chez
certains travestis. Nous voulons seulement dire que ces aspects inséparables du devenirfemme doivent d’abord se comprendre en fonction d’autre chose : ni imiter ni prendre la
forme féminine, mais émettre de particules qui entrent dans le rapport de mouvement et de
repos, ou dans la zone de voisinage d’une micro-féminité, c’est-à-dire produire en nousmêmes une femme moléculaire.13 (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 337–338)

Because of the widely believed incompatibility of Butler’s and Deleuze/Guattari’s philosophical frameworks, the theoretical and political links between their notions of ‘becoming-woman’ deserve some discussion. Whilst Butler reworks psychoanalytic ideas,
Deleuze/Guittari deterritorialise them. The latter take the notion of ‘becoming-woman’
farther aﬁeld in theorising performativity to deterritorialise gender and sexuality from
psychic and social discourses. As they put it, ‘la structure sociale, l’identiﬁcation psychique laissent de côté trop de facteurs spéciaux : l’enchaînement, le déchaînement et la
communication des devenirs que le travesti déclenche ; [. . .] et surtout l’appartenance de
ces devenirs à une machine de guerre spéciﬁque’14 (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 341).
Yet, despite the shortcomings of the sociocultural and psychoanalytical focus on the
sexuated body or the excentric deterritorialisation of a psychic, social or sexual body
(politic), Butler’s and Deleuze/Guattari’s ultimate objective is to ‘refute majoritarian
readings of gender and sexuality’ (Hickey-Moody and Rasmussen 2009, 38). The following discussion, analysing Ozon’s representation of David’s gender transition in Une
nouvelle amie, shows the utility of threading together Lacan’s, Butler’s and Deleuze/
Guattari’s theories of gender as a means of understanding gender transition, transgender identities and relations.

Performing transgender and becoming woman
Focusing on elements of mise en scène such as costume, setting, props and musical
scoring, this part of the article analyses four key scenes that stage David’s transition
in terms of gender performances and modes of becoming. In so doing, it engages
with the highly normative discourse of psychoanalysis, which remains pivotal to the
debate on gender theory, marriage for all and Ozon’s treatment of transgender
expression in Une nouvelle amie. The ﬁrst scene, which will be called the ‘mommy
scene’, questions David’s reason for impersonating Laura: to create a maternal presence for their newborn daughter (the necessity of disguise of the ‘temporary
transvestite’ narrative). The discussion of the second scene considers David’s ﬁrst
outing dressed as ‘Virginia’ as a textbook passage à l’acte, engaging with both the
clinical and performative aspects of David’s coming-out as a cross-dresser. With
Claire’s help, David leaves the privacy of his home to experiment with crossdressing at the local mall. David’s process of ‘becoming-woman’ culminates in two
ﬁnal performances: the drag show at the gay bar L’Amazone, and the sleeping beauty
scene at the hospital, both to the tune of Nicole Croisille’s ‘Une femme avec toi’ (‘A
woman with you’) (1975). These scenes constitute thresholds of experiences that
David goes through to assume a new position in relation to Claire as a transgender
subject and not as a ‘pervert’, as she initially brands him.
After the 15-minute opening sequence interspersing Laura’s funeral and the boymeets-girl, boy-marries-girl ﬂashback that frames the ﬁlm’s diegesis, the story of David’s
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cross-dressing begins. A week after Laura’s funeral, Claire drops by her former best
friend’s house unannounced. She knocks at the door, but there is no answer. When she
is about to leave, she hears her little god-daughter crying. Ozon ﬁlms this scene in
a voyeuristic fashion. Claire ﬁrst peeps through the front-door sidelights, then sneaks
into the house through the unlocked front door. As she walks into the living room, Claire
takes the camera’s point of view, playing the role of the ‘voyeur’, as Ozon remarks (Balde
2014, para. 1). The ensuing shot frames a woman (who turns out to be David) dressed in
Laura’s clothes, wearing a blonde wig, mascara, red lipstick and red nail polish. With his
back to the camera, David dressed as Laura is sitting on the sofa with Lucie on his left
arm. They are surrounded by housekeeping magazines, and a(n) (intra-diegetic) lullaby is
playing on a portable device (see Figure 1).
The setting, the costume, the magazines and the diegetic music constitute a scene in
which David, under the pretext of creating a maternal presence for his daughter, acts
out Laura’s role as mother. As Laura, David is acting out a script he has presumably read
in Parents, Le Journal de la maison, Cuisine actuelle and other housekeeping magazines
strewn on the coﬀee table. The camera lingers not on David/Laura’s face, but on the
‘faciality’ of womanhood in terms of a constellation of signiﬁers that capture her
signiﬁcance as a mother, housekeeper and cook (Deleuze and Guattari 1980; Griggers
1996). The scene vacillates between an action (cross-dressing) that seems out of harmony with the subject’s normal patterns of behaviour (Laplanche and Pontalis 1968,
6–8), the clinical deﬁnition of acting out in psychoanalytical discourse, and the act of
performing a scene one has read, Lacan’s deﬁnition of the term (Lacan 1967, 181). These
two deﬁnitions of ‘acting out’ are somewhat complementary, and lay a strong interpretive framework for this reading of the ﬁlm. As Ozon observes, ‘David avait ce désir en
lui avant son véritable passage à l’acte’15 (2014, para. 1; my emphasis). In this context,
‘acting out’ points up the psychomotor evacuation of an unconscious desire and its
physical actualisation as a performance.
While an acting-out episode often occurs in the context of a psychoanalytic session, it
may also manifest itself in other spheres of (the analysand’s) life and in the presence of

Figure 1. Claire walks in on David dressed as Laura (Cohen Media Group).
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someone other than the analyst, such as a friend or lover, who would ﬁt ‘relationships of
the transference type’ (Laplanche and Pontalis 1968, 8). The passage à l’acte therefore
reveals the role that Claire plays in David’s transition and the analyst–analysand dynamic
of their initial interactions. After Claire walks in on him, David feels compelled to explain
the reason for his impersonation of Laura. Their conversation, which Ozon ﬁlms using
a reverse-shot technique, re-enacts some of the underlying arguments for and against
the marriage-for-all debate based on binary gender identity, the importance of sexual
diﬀerence for child development, and normal and abnormal sexual behaviour, most of
which were ﬁrmly grounded on psychoanalytical theory (Bourseul 2015b). Although
David admits to having had a longstanding compulsion to cross-dress, he claims that
he started dressing up to cope with Laura’s death and to create a maternal presence for
Lucie. He explains to Claire that, a week after the funeral, Lucie began showing signs of
missing her mother. She was crying uncontrollably, making it diﬃcult for him to bottlefeed her. This scene unfurls as a ﬂashback, providing a back-story that mirrors an
experiment in child psychology.
David discovers one day that the scent of one of Laura’s blouses he draped over his
chest, next to Lucie, calmed her down long enough to let him bottle-feed her. For Lucie,
the blouse functions as a transitional object. As a partial object, the bottle nipple was
not enough to evoke the mother (as a total object) or re-establish the mother–child
bond as eﬀectively as Laura’s blouse. Despite David’s explanation that he only intended
to provide a maternal presence for Lucie, Claire believes that he is cross-dressing for his
sexual pleasure, branding him a ‘pervert’. According to the clinical deﬁnition, perversion
denotes a ‘[d]éviation par rapport à l’acte sexuel “normal”, déﬁni comme coït visant à
obtenir l’orgasme par pénétration génitale, avec une personne du sexe opposé’16
(Laplanche and Pontalis 1968, 306), which may include fetishism, transvestitism, voyeurism, exhibitionism or sado-masochism. David’s cross-dressing, however, does not qualify
as a clinical sexual perversion, because he does not use it for sexual arousal or gratiﬁcation (as Luc incidentally does in Une robe d’été).
From Claire’s point of view, cross-dressing ﬁts the psychoanalytical categorisation of
perversion nonetheless. The second time David invites Claire over, he confesses to her
that, as a little boy, he used to play dress-up.17 Claire asks him whether it is because of
his mother that he likes to dress as a woman, invoking Stoller’s, Lacan’s and the whole
psychoanalytical establishment’s theory that the adult male remains marked by the preoedipal relation to the mother and bound up with the disavowal of castration. The
‘transvestite’ ﬁrst identiﬁes with the (Phallic) mother ‘en tant que, d’autre part, elle voile
le manque de phallus’18 (Lacan [1956–1957] 1994, 166). When the father enters the
picture, he oﬀers to all ‘la possibilité de transcendre la relation de frustration ou de
manque d’objet’19 (Lacan [1956–1957] 1994, 84), by inscribing them in the dynamics of
the Oedipus complex. As Laplanche and Pontalis put it, ‘le passage à la pleine organisation génitale suppose pour Freud que le complexe d’Œdipe ait été dépassé, le complexe
de castration assumé, l’interdiction de l’inceste acceptée’20 (1968, 309). During the
3 February hearings of the marriage-for-all bill (2013), Marc Le Fur, UMP member of
the French National Assembly, also based his arguments against same-sex marriage on
the necessity of sexual diﬀerence for child development, as staged by the ‘oedipal
libidinal epic’.21
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During her second visit with David, Claire tries again to analyse the cause of David’s
cross-dressing, taking a stereotypical psychoanalytical line of questioning often heard
during the hearings of the debate. When David takes out an old fur coat that used to
belong to his mother, Claire asks him whether his mother’s preference for a daughter
explains the reason for his cross-dressing. He retorts conﬁdently that both his mother
and father were happy to have had (him as) a boy. He adds that he loved his mother as
much as he loved Laura, and that the fur coat was a memento. For the subject who has
transcended a fetishistic relation to his mother, the true nature of the fetish object turns
out to be ‘un vieil habit usé, une défroque’22 (Lacan [1956–1957] 1994, 194), much like
David’s comparison of his mother’s fur coat to ‘une vieille bête’.23 Cross-dressing
becomes therefore a perversion only when it bypasses the heteronormative checks
and balances of the oedipal complex and the institution of marriage. Paradoxically,
David does not outgrow his desire to cross-dress, however normal his psychosexual
development may appear. From this point onwards, the ﬁlm narrative gradually abandons this psychologism to explore the more performative aspects of cross-dressing.
Soon after this second visit, Claire ﬁnally agrees to take David (dressed as Laura)
shopping at the local mall. Getting dressed as a woman to go to the mall – for no reason
other than to go shopping with a girlfriend – implies a passage à l’acte, ‘le sujet passant
d’une représentation, d’une tendance, à l’acte proprement dit’24 (Laplanche and Pontalis
1968, 7; their emphasis). In the shopping mall scene, the acting-out moves from the
privacy of David’s living room to the public sphere. Claire’s accepting to take David
dressed a woman to the local mall suggests that their relationship has become less
conﬂictual, and that Claire begins to overcome the repulsive attitude she initially
exhibited vis-à-vis the transgender other.
Ozon draws on clichés of women shopping to stage Virginia’s cross-dressing escapade at the local mall. He associates this sequence with ‘Julia Roberts in Pretty Woman,
a cliché of shopping’ (Charles 2015, para. 11). Like Vivian Ward, Virginia needs coaching
on what to wear, and how to impersonate a woman of good manners. The second
movement of Lacan’s deﬁnition of acting out points up the role of the acting coach in
assuring a good performance:
Donc il y a DEUX temps : – vous avez lu quelque chose . . . Vous lisez du Racine, vous le lisez
mal, bien entendu, je parle que vous le lisez à voix haute de façon détestable ; – quelqu’un
qui est là veut vous montrer ce que c’est : il le joue. Voilà ce que c’est que to act out.25
(Lacan 1967, 181)

When Claire comes over to pick up David to go shopping at the mall, he comes down the
stairs, wearing a blonde wig with long curly locks over a strapless thigh-slit pink silk dress
and black high heels (see Figure 2). Prancing down the stairs to the tune of a jazzy musical
number, David impersonates the iconic image of woman in mainstream 1920s–1950s
Hollywood cinema, which Laura Mulvey (1975) so brilliantly describes. Claire, who never
wears dresses but rather masculine outﬁts, is at ﬁrst mesmerised by David’s look, re-enacting
Mulvey’s afterthoughts on the ‘relationship of the image of woman on the screen and the
“masculinisation” of the spectator position’ (Mulvey 1989, 29). The spectator in this case is
intra-diegetic, but nonetheless ‘masculine’, for the way Claire usually dresses.
Adopting the camera’s low-angle shot in relation to David, who is still standing on the
stairs, Claire is quick to point out that he looks like ‘a six-foot-four tranny’. Like Vivian, David
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Figure 2. David/Virginia comes down the stairs all decked out to go to the mall (Cohen Media Group).

needs a personal coach, a role that Claire readily takes on. She tells David point-blank that in
that dress he would attract everyone’s attention at the mall, and suggests that he change
into a more toned-down outﬁt: a beige trench over Laura’s summer dress and same-colour
high heels. He also dons a less ﬂashy wig, coiﬀed in Laura’s style, so that they look like ‘two
girlfriends shopping’, as Claire puts it. As they arrive at the mall, David reminds Claire to call
him ‘Virginia’, the name Claire had already created for David, named after the hotel across
the street from her oﬃce building.
At the mall elevator, Claire tests Virginia’s voice by asking her in front of a father and
son if she has the car keys. Virginia draws the attention of the father and son when she
clears his throat, trying to fake a female voice, and failing horribly (see Figure 3). Claire tells
Virginia that she is still not ‘on point’, suggesting that becoming a woman is
a performative process that goes beyond just putting on a wig, and donning gendered
clothing and accessories.26 This scene is framed as a two-shot: Virginia on the left side of
the elevator (Claire behind her), and the young boy on the right (his father behind him).
This elevator scene recalls the train episode in Peau noire, masques blancs (Fanon
1952, 90–92) where a little White boy (in the company of his mother) sets in motion the
Fanonian experience of becoming-black (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 291). While in Peau
noire, masques blancs the Black subject’s desire to be perceived as a man is an impossibility, in Une nouvelle amie becoming-woman is all but impossible. As Virginia retorts,
immediately after Claire tells her that she still not on point: ‘Tu vas voir de quoi je suis
capable.’27 In Deleuze/Guattari’s positive ontology, becoming sets in motion ‘what
a body can do [. . .] rather than [its] essential forms, predetermined subject[ivity], structured functions, or transcendent values’ (Sotirin 2005, 101). Accordingly, once in the
mall, Virginia’s voice sounds more feminine, and her mannerisms look more natural,
enough for the saleswoman at Claudie-Pierlot’s clothing store to refer to the two
girlfriends as ‘mesdames’. At the cinema, Virginia even gets fondled by a ‘pervert’
(François Ozon himself),28 happy that someone might take her for a woman, as
Virginia confesses afterwards. After all, her gender performance at the mall turns out
to be ‘credible’, as Claire describes it. In the shopping mall scene Virginia passes (for
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Figure 3. Virginia’s voice draws father’s and son’s attention in the mall’s elevator (Cohen Media Group).

a woman) because she relies on a great deal of performativity, a series of bodily
performances (acting, walking, speaking, and talking) ‘that consolidate an impression
of [. . .] being a woman’ (Butler 2011), with which David cannot dispense, as he begins his
transition into womanhood.
Because of the sexual advances Virginia received from the stranger (François Ozon) at
the movies, Claire again accuses David of cross-dressing to satisfy his homosexual
desires. To debunk the heteronormative myth that cross-dressers are homosexual,
David takes Claire to see a drag show at the gay bar L’Amazone the weekend they
spend at Laura’s childhood home in Créancy. David wishes to show that, like most drag
queens, he is heterosexual, a fact which Ozon himself became aware of as he did
research for this movie (Balde 2014, para. 10). The drag show is particularly eﬀective in
this regard, because it ‘plays upon the distinction between the anatomy of the performer and the gender that is being performed’ (Butler 1990, 175). In other words, we know
that the performer is male and heterosexual; and, despite that, for the duration of the
show the gendered disguise and performance bracket one’s awareness of his sex and
sexuality, making the spectator believe that the performer is a woman.
As soon as Claire and Virginia ﬁnd a place to sit near the stage, the presenter (Jacques
Longo) introduces an exclusive number by drag queen Eva Carlton (Bruno Pérard), who
goes on to perform Nicole Croisille’s ‘Une femme avec toi’ (‘A woman with you’). On
stage, Eva deploys her body strategically. She performs a pole dance, moves around, and
sits and lies down as she lip-syncs to the playback (see Figures 4, 5 and 6). In the video
clip of ‘Une femme avec toi’, produced in 1975, Nicole Croisille also performs as she
interprets the song.29 She clasps her palms, and cradles her head on them to express her
femininity. Gender performance is not limited to drag, for in any form of musical
performance, as Lebrun (2013) notes in the context of the French and Francophone
chanson, the body becomes a means for not only performing but also interacting with
the audience.
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Figures 4–6. Eva moves around, sits and lies down on stage (Cohen Media Group).
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Midway through the song at the point of the ﬁrst refrain, Eva Carlton calls the audience’s
attention to her body as she lip-syncs to the playback’s refrain ‘Je suis enﬁn devenue une
femme’ (‘I have ﬁnally become a woman’). Before getting to the end of it, the camera takes
Claire’s point of view, as it pans out to the left side of the audience to capture three young
drag queens (see Figures 7 and 8). Extending their arms toward Eva, they back her up,
singing along the rest of the refrain ‘Une femme avec toi’, performing their own parody of
femininity. In lieu of an original or even transcendental locus of feminine identity, what
emerges is a copy of ‘an ideal [Woman] that no one can embody’ (Butler 1990, 176; her
emphasis). Considering the eﬀect of the dynamics of performance on becoming-woman,
Deleuze/Guattari insist that to become woman one must ‘ni imiter, ni prendre la forme
féminine, mais émettre des particules qui entrent dans le rapport de mouvement et de
repos, ou dans la zone de voisinage d’une micro-féminité, c’est-à-dire produire en nousmêmes une femme moléculaire’30 (1980, 338). In the ﬁlm’s drag show scene, the stage
constitutes such a ‘zone of proximity’, and the use Eva makes of it to perform gender and to

Figures 7–8. Eva interacts with other drag queens in the audience (Cohen Media Group).
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interact with the audience contributes to the creation of the molecular woman. She moves
around, sits down and lies down on the stage ﬂoor while lip-syncing to the playback of
Croisille’s song. Between Croisille and Virginia, Eva occupies an intermedial zone of proximity between several incarnations of feminine identity. Situated at the midpoint of the ﬁlm
narrative, this sequence also reinforces the important part that not only gender performances (Butler 1990) but also ‘des rapports de mouvement et de repos, de vitesse et de
lenteur’31 (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 326) play in Virginia’s becoming-woman.
As she takes the camera’s point of view, Claire becomes increasingly aware that Eva,
the three young drag queens and the older ones in the audience are all diﬀerent in their
own ways. They are copies of a copy (Eva Carlton) of a copy (Nicole Croisille). As Butler
aﬃrms, gender parody reveals that the original identity ‘after which gender fashions
itself is an imitation without an origin’ (Butler 1990, 175). For the last refrain, Eva takes
her sequinned gown oﬀ, stripping down to her black underwear, acting out the refrain:
‘Je suis enﬁn devenue une femme avec toi.’32 These last few moments of the drag show,
revealing Eva stripped of her gender-coded costume down to her molecular body, drive
Deleuze/Guattari’s point home: becoming a woman is not just assuming a woman’s form
nor even transforming oneself into one. It entails incorporating and emitting corpuscular
molecules that enter the relations of movement and rest of other women’s molecules,
adopting, in other words, a visceral mode of establishing relations with women, which
are part and parcel of the process. Although Croisille’s song, which celebrates a woman’s
‘realising her potential through a man (rather than a woman)’ (Powrie 2017, 213), does
not correspond to Eva’s (and Virginia’s) interpretations of becoming-woman, the drag
show leads Claire to take the ﬁrst step towards appreciating the diﬀerence between
gender, sex and sexuality, and accepting Virginia as a woman.
Croisille’s song, interpreted by Claire a cappella, plays a critical role in the ﬁnal
acceptance of Virginia’s gender identity. After the weekend in Créancy, Claire and
David stop seeing each other, after she tells him to get professional help. A chance
encounter at the tennis club leads to a sexual scene at the ‘Virginia Hotel’. The scene
ends abruptly when Claire touches and sees Virginia’s penis, and states categorically that
she cannot have sex with her because she is a man. Claire’s rejection of Virginia’s
sexuality indicates that Claire and Virginia’s relationship is not heterosexual. It is not
homosexual either, for, on the one hand, if ‘indeed, “the” lesbian phallus [were] a ﬁction’
(Butler 1993, 85), this scene would have served as a perfect ﬁctional illustration of
Butler’s lesbian phallus theory. On the other, if Virginia were not a transgender
woman, but rather a pre-op MTF transsexual, this scene would instead take Butler to
task for failing to recognise she-males, rather than lesbian women, as real-life genderbased cases of an ‘aggressive reterritorialization’ of phallic morphologies (86). That is the
problem of grounding gender identity in sexuality, as Claire does in the aborted sex
scene. As Deleuze/Guattari further point out, ‘la sexualité met en jeu des devenirs
conjugués trop divers qui sont comme n sexes, toute une machine de guerre par quoi
l’amour passe’33 (1980, 341; their emphasis). Leaving the hotel, an utterly distraught
Virginia is struck by a car while crossing the street texting Claire: ‘Non, je suis femme.’34
The accident puts Virginia in hospital.
Having tried to get David out of his coma by bringing Lucie to the hospital, Claire
resorts to Croisille’s ‘Une femme avec toi’ to bring him back to life as Virginia. She
fetches David’s cross-dressing paraphernalia, and comes back to his hospital room.
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Whilst singing the song, Claire shaves David’s chest and face before dressing him up.
She then puts his stockings on. She quickly slips the dress over his black underwear,
making sure that both the fabric and its lining cover his genitals. In this context, David’s
cross-dressing gains new signiﬁcance. As Lacan explains, ‘les vêtements ne sont pas
seulement faits pour cacher ce qu’on en a, au sens de en avoir ou pas, mais aussi
précisément ce qu’on n’en a pas’35 ([1956–1957] 1994, 166). Dressing up has the
function of not only hiding the fact that Virginia has a penis (and not a vagina), but
also modelling the image that a woman should portray, the object of Claire’s fantasy. In
a reference to the pervert’s desire in the face of the Other’s fantasy, Lacan (1966) makes
some comments on the relationship between Alcibiades, Socrates and Agathon that
shed light on Claire’s attitude toward David and Virginia:
C’est parce qu’il n’a pas vu la queue de Socrate, on nous permettra de le dire après Platon
qui ne nous ménage pas les détails, qu’Alcibiade le séducteur exalte en lui αγαλμα, la
merveille qu’il eût voulu que Socrate lui cédât en avouant son désir : la division du sujet
qu’il porte en lui-même s’avouant avec éclat de cette occasion.
Telle est la femme derrière son voile : c’est l’absence du pénis qui la fait phallus, objet du
désir. Évoquez cette absence d’une façon plus précise en lui faisant porter un mignon
postiche sous un travesti de bal, et vous, ou plutôt elle, nous en direz des nouvelles.36
(Lacan 1966, 825)

It is precisely because Claire has seen David’s penis that she transfers her desire from
David to Virginia. The latter epitomises Claire’s agalma, ‘an image, as an object of
worship’ (Liddle and Scott 1889, s.v. ‘agalma’). As Lacan remarks, ‘agalma a toujours
rapport aux images, à condition que vous voyiez bien que, comme dans tout contexte,
c’est toujours à un type d’images bien spécial’37 (Lacan [1960–1961, 1991] 2001, 174). In
this context, Virginia represents the ideal image of the woman that Claire wants to be,
and, by singing Nicole Croisille’s song in this scene, it is suggested that Claire has ﬁnally
accepted not only Virginia but also herself as a woman: ‘Je suis enﬁn devenue femme,
une femme avec toi’38 (see Figures 9 and 10).
Claire’s interpretation of Croisille’s ‘Une femme avec toi’ in this last instance of gender
performance marks a turnaround in Claire’s attitude and, by extension, a turning point in
Ozon’s demonstration of what both camps of the debate should ultimately realise. First,
Claire ﬁnally accepts Virginia’s gender identity, and, as the song lyrics imply, her own
femininity, not thanks to David, but to Virginia’s performative modelling. Claire’s process
of becoming a woman mirrors Virginia’s, and progresses gradually to the point of her
accepting herself as a woman. Immediately after discovering David dressed as Laura,
Claire begins to embrace her femininity. She begins to wear make-up and perfume.
David notices it, and compliments her. Instead of the masculine coat and pants she
usually wears, she puts on a dress, which she had not worn for a long time, as Gilles
remarks. Ozon comments that Claire, ‘qui était plutôt habillée banalement, redécouvre le
plaisir de s’habiller’39 (2014, para. 9). Claire undergoes her own becoming-woman.
Secondly, David’s motivation to cross-dress may be perverse but not in the sexual
sense that the detractors of marriage for all understand it. David’s pleasure is rather
politically motivated, and perhaps the term jouissance can bridge the diﬀerences
between the two camps of the debate on marriage for all. Besides denoting ‘orgasm’,
jouissance also connotes in a political context the notion of ‘enjoyment’ in ‘the sense of
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Figures 9–10. Claire becomes a woman thanks to Virginia (Cohen Media Group).

access and participation in connection with rights and property’, as Betsy Wing (1986,
165) observes in the context of (Hélène Cixous’s) becoming a woman-writer.
‘Constitutions,’ Wing goes on to say, ‘guarantee the enjoyment of rights; courts rule
one who is to enjoy what right and what property. It is, therefore, a word with
simultaneously sexual, political, and economic overtones’ (165). To this list of rights,
one must add the enjoyment of the right to be the gender with which one identiﬁes,
and to love (and perhaps marry) whoever one wants regardless of sex, gender and
sexual orientation.

Conclusions
Failing to decomplexify the marriage-for-all debate, Une nouvelle amie proﬀers instead
a new aesthetic and political platform for transgender visibility and mobility. First, by
showing that David’s cross-dressing does not stem from a diegetic necessity but from an
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intra-psychic desire to become woman, Ozon recasts the ‘necessity of disguise’ of the socalled ‘temporary transvestite’ ﬁlm narrative. The four key scenes staging David’s gender
transition into Virginia and her relationship with Claire reiterate the power of gender
performance, and demonstrate that there are other performative factors (such as friendship, proximity, movement, modelling and emulation) that contribute to the overall
process of becoming-woman.
Secondly, Ozon subverts the medico-psychiatric establishment’s pathologisation of
transgender identities and queer relationships as perversions, an argument that dominated the marriage-for-all debate under the aegis of lay and psychoanalytical discourses
of heteronormativity. By reframing the understanding of human behaviour outside the
rigid hierarchies of heteronormativity, Ozon carves out a new ethico-political space for
what may be possible, acceptable and understandable. As Hanna Meretoja argues, one
of the ethical aspects of storytelling is to ‘expand our sense of the possible’ (2018, 2).
Though the perspectives of Stoller, Lacan, Deleuze/Guattari and Butler, it is shown that,
in Une nouvelle amie, the body has the potential for multiple forms of becoming.
Through the prism of Ozon’s ﬁlmic vision, Virginia’s transition proposes a new politics
for the representation of transgender identities and relationships. By the end of the ﬁlm,
Virginia (and Claire) look(s) like every other woman. They become imperceptible, and
‘[l]’imperceptible est la ﬁn immanente du devenir, sa formule cosmique’40 (Deleuze and
Guattari 1980, 342). In the ﬁnal scenes of the movie, despite the high heels, sporting
a pair of blue jeans, a grey jacket, a light-coloured wig and very little make-up, Virginia
matches a pregnant Claire wearing a stone trench over a pastel dress, and low shoes. To
become imperceptible, ‘[i]l y faut beaucoup d’ascèse, de sobriété, d’involution créatrice
[. . .] éliminer le trop-perçu, le trop-à-percevoir’41 (342). It is also important to point up
the corpuscular element of becoming every ‘body’: ‘Devenir tout le monde est une autre
aﬀaire, qui met en jeu le cosmos avec ses composantes moléculaires’42 (343; their
emphasis). Virginia has therefore become a molecular woman.
As the last sequence of the movie shows, Ozon also manages to recast the compulsory heteronormative ending of the generic cross-dressing ﬁlm narrative. In the closing
scenes of the movie, Claire and Virginia are outside the main entrance of Lucie’s school,
surrounded by other parents waiting for their children to get oﬀ school. A seven-yearold Lucie looks around for her parents until she sees them waving at her. Although the
scene follows a partly heteronormative, partly homonormative script, Virginia and Claire
do not epitomise the prototypical same-sex couple. It remains just as diﬃcult to deﬁne
what kind of family they represent as well as what type of marriage for all they would
embody, had a marriage been performed in Une nouvelle amie. The fact remains that the
national debate never considered the level of complexity that the marriage-for-all law
would add to gender and sexual relations. Nevertheless, Claire and Virginia embody an
example of what marriage for all could be, whilst contesting the assumption that samesex coupling implies marriage and a new stripe of compulsory (homo)normativity. In the
closing scene, amid the other parents waiting for their children, Virginia and Claire
contribute, as Ozon (Balde 2014, para. 10) aﬃrms, to a variety of diverse family models.
As the camera casts a long shot of Claire, Lucie and Virginia walking away hand in hand
into a beautiful sunset, his vision becomes slightly utopian.
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Notes
1. For a review of cinematic representation of (trans)gender identities in other genres in
France and Europe, see Rees-Roberts (2008), Gross (2011) and Dawson (2015).
2. Ozon admits, however, that the cross-dressing narratives that he likes the most are those
where ‘le personnage se travestit au départ non pas par désir personnel mais sous une
contrainte extérieure : des musiciens poursuivis par la maﬁa obligés de se déguiser en
femmes dans certains l’aiment chaud [sic], un acteur au chômage qui devient actrice pour
obtenir un rôle dans Tootsie [sic], ou une autre actrice sans le sou dans Victor Victoria [sic]’
(‘the character cross-dresses at ﬁrst not for a personal desire but because of an external
constraint: musicians being pursued by the maﬁa; forced to disguise themselves as women
in Some Like it Hot [1959]; an unemployed actor who dresses up to become an actress to
land a part in Tootsie [1982]; or another penniless actress [does the same] in Victor Victoria
[1982]’, Ozon 2014, para. 1). Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are mine.
3. ‘The two go hand in hand’.
4. ‘I wrote the ﬁlm at the time of the debates against the marriage for all and gender theory. In
making The New Girlfriend, I wanted to show that there is nothing dramatic about all that
and that, when there is love, things can be simple. I wanted to highlight that there exists
a variety of diﬀerent family models.’
5. ‘[I]s intended for a general audience. It is for that reason that [it] relies on the narrative code
of fairy tales, for everyone is familiar with them and may be touched by them. Even if the
ﬁlm is unsettling and disturbing, it aims to be accessible to everyone.’
6. ‘[A]llow the spectators to identify with the actors and to enjoy cross-dressing without guilt
or embarrassment’.
7. ‘All born from a man and a woman’.
8. ‘You are sick, David. You must get [professional] help.’
9. Published in the Journal oﬃciel, no. 0034 (10 February 2010). Accessed July 30, 2018. https://
www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/decret/2010/2/8/2010-125/jo/texte
10. ‘In French, sexuel [sexual] refers to either gender identity or gender role’.
11. ‘For the boy, it is all about performing the man as he reaches adult life. [. . .] One of the
aspects of that performance is to make sure that the girl sees that he is a man.’
12. ‘[T]o bring the semblance onto the stage, to put it on the stage, to make an example of it’.
13. ‘Becoming-woman is not imitating this entity or even transforming oneself into it. We are
not, however, overlooking the importance of imitation, or moments of imitation, among
certain homosexual males, much less the prodigious attempt at a real transformation on the
part of certain transvestites. All we are saying is that these indissociable aspects of becoming-woman must ﬁrst be understood as a function of something else: not imitating nor
assuming the female form, but emitting particles that enter the relation of movement and
rest, or the zone of proximity, of a microfemininity, in other words, that produce a molecular
woman’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 275).
14. ‘Social structure and psychic identiﬁcation leave too many special factors unaccounted for:
the linkage, unleashing, and communication of the becomings triggered by the transvestite;
[. . .] and above all the participation of these becomings in a speciﬁc war machine’ (Deleuze
and Guattari 1980, 278).
15. ‘Harboured this desire inside him long before his actual passage à l’acte’.
16. ‘Deviation from the “normal” sexual act [. . .] with a person of the opposite sex directed
towards the achievement of orgasm by means of [other than] genital penetration’
(Laplanche and Pontalis [1968] 1988, 306).
17. In the interview for the ﬁlm press-kit, Romain Duris reveals that his role as Virginia takes him
back to his childhood when his older sister would dress him up as a girl, associating crossdressing with performance. Accessed July 1, 2018. http://francois-ozon.com/fr/entretiensune-nouvelle-amie/496-entretien-avec-romain-duris
18. ‘Inasmuch as, moreover, she hides the lack of the phallus’.
19. ‘[T]he possibility of transcending the relation of frustration or the lack of the object’.
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20. ‘[T]he transition to the complete genital organisation implies for Freud that the Oedipus
complex has been transcended, the castration complex assumed, and the prohibition on
incest accepted’ (Laplanche and Pontalis [1968] 1988, 308).
21. For the transcript of Marc Le Fur’s statements, go to http://marclefur.bzh/mariagehomosex
uelvingtiemetroisiemeinterventiondemarclefurdimanche3fevrier. Accessed July 29, 2018.
22. ‘An old torn garb, a cast-oﬀ’.
23. ‘An old relic’.
24. ‘[W]here the subject is deemed to proceed from an idea or tendency to the corresponding
act (the passage à l’acte of French clinical psychiatry)’ (Laplanche and Pontalis (1968) 1988,
6; their emphases).
25. ‘There are two stages: you have read something . . . You read some Racine, which you read
very badly. In other words, I am saying that you read it aloud in a detestable manner.
Someone who is listening wants to show you what it should be like: [S]he performs it. That
is what to act out is.’
26. The phrase ‘être au point’, meaning to follow the standards of gender norms, accords well
with the context of passing. As Keith Reader points out, ‘performativity in its linguistic sense,
clearly depends on an outside system of constraints and conventions, whereas the notion of
gender as performance has often, and erroneously, been taken to mean an unbridled bodily
voluntarism of a distinctly utopian kind’ (2001, 64).
27. ‘You will see what I am capable of.’
28. This is how Ozon refers to himself in this cameo appearance (2014, para. 15).
29. Nicole Croisille’s 1975 performance of ‘Une femme avec toi’ (‘A woman with you’) is
available on youtube.com. Accessed July 29, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
−65kjpU1Qfw&list=RDGMEMQ1dJ7wXfLlqCjwV0xfSNbAVM-65kjpU1Qfw
30. ‘[N]ot imitat[e] or assum[e] the female form, but emi[t] particles that enter the relation of
movement and rest, or the zone of proximity, of a microfemininity, in other words, that
produce in us a molecular woman’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 275).
31. ‘[R]elations of movement and rest, speed and slowness’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 266).
32. ‘I have ﬁnally become a woman, a woman with you’.
33. ‘Sexuality brings into play too great a diversity of conjugated becomings; these are like
n sexes, an entire war machine through which love passes’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 278;
their emphasis).
34. ‘No, I am woman.’
35. ‘Clothing is not only made to hide what one has, in the sense of having “it” or not, but also
precisely what one does not have’.
36. ‘It is because Alcibiades has not seen Socrates’ prick – permit me to follow Plato here, who
does not spare us the details – that Alcibiades the seducer exalts in Socrates the agalma,
the marvel that he would have liked Socrates to cede to him by avowing his desire.
Alcibiades’ subjective division, which he carries within him, shines through quite clearly
on this occasion. Such is woman concealed behind her veil: it is the absence of the penis
that makes her the phallus, the object of desire. Evoke this absence in a more precise way
by having her wear a cute fake one [un mignon postiche] under a fancy dress, and you, or
rather she, will have plenty to tell us about’ (Lacan 2006, 699; my emphasis).
37. ‘Agalma is always related to images, provided that you see that, as in every context, it is
always related to a very speciﬁc type of image’ (Lacan 2015, 142).
38. ‘I have ﬁnally become a woman, a woman with you.’
39. ‘[W]ho used to dress rather simply, rediscovers the pleasure of getting dressed up’.
40. ‘The imperceptible is the immanent end of becoming, its cosmic formula’ (Deleuze and
Guattari 1980, 279).
41. ‘This [becoming like everybody else] requires much asceticism, much sobriety, much creative involution [. . .] blend[ing] in with the walls, eliminat[ing] the too-perceived, the toomuch-to-be-perceived’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 279).
42. ‘Becoming everybody/everything is another aﬀair, one that brings into play the cosmos with
its molecular components’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1980, 280).
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